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Snap4City is a 100% open-source platform used in many 
cities and areas. It is an official FIWARE Platform and Solution
(https://www.snap4city.org/467, https://www.fiware.org/) 
developed under the coordination of DISIT Lab of the University 
of Florence, Italy. Snap4City is GDPR compliant, passed PENTest, 
and it is an EOSC Platform, an official Node-RED Library, official 
E015 API, etc. The platform is provided “as a Service” basis, or 
installed in your location (from yourself, as well as using a number 
of Snap4City certified companies), no licence fee is needed. The 
platform facilitates a wide range of activities in the smart cities 
and IoT/IoE (Internet of Things/Internet of Everything) integrated 
domains: defining city strategies, implementing control rooms, 
realizing ethics and explainable artificial intelligent solutions and 
computing key performance indicators which are used daily in 
both city and industry management, setting up vertical solutions, 
harmonizing all legacy solutions in place.
Snap4City includes Km4City ontological and semantic model 
(https://www.km4city.org) to guarantee the data interoperability 
with FIWARE Smart Data Models, IoT Data Models, and a large 
range of High Level Types, providing a number of real-time 
open source solutions to support decision makers in cities and 
large industries to ground their daily operational actionsdecision 
makers in cities and large industries to ground their daily 
operational actions on solid ethical and explainable artificial 
intelligent predictions, deductions and assessments. It provides 
a complete understanding of the context and its trends, receiving 
early warning, anomaly detections, and performing simulations, 
early warnings and what-if analysis. This information is used 
to suggest strategic and real time interventions to improve city 
services and general quality of life, in multiple domains (e.g., 
mobility, transport, energy, government, tourism, environment, 
civil engineering).

connections. The interoperability, flexibility and modularity of 
Snap4City together enable the creation of applications in a wide 
range of scenarios such as those mentioned above. Snap4City 
enables the creation of federations of Smart solutions via Smart 
City API. To further support developers, Snap4City is supporting 
the concepts of living lab development and environment.
https://www.snap4city.org/download/video/course/sys/  
Data Integration, ingestion and distribution. Snap4City 
provides effective and simple tools and solutions for immediate 
data ingestion and data aggregation exploiting FIWARE as well 
a large range of protocols and standards. Snap4City provides 
a range of tools for shortening the processes for manipulating 
simple and complex data such as POI, KPI, IoT Devices, Satellite, 
OD Matrices, Traffic Flows, Heatmaps, 3D Shapes/patterns, 
Trajectories, Flows, Video Streams, User profiles, Terrains, etc.
https://www.snap4city.org/download/video/course/di/  
Security and Privacy: The Snap4City solution passed the 
penetration and vulnerability tests and has been proven to be GDPR 
compliant. With Snap4City, it is possible to create end-2-end event-
driven secure applications with real time connections from devices 
to dashboards and vice versa, including data processing, storage 
and data analytics. https://www.snap4city.org/549
Deploy and Platform Management: The solution is distributed 
entirely open source including the application layer, multitenancy 
aspects, assessment and auditing, resource management, user 
management, auditing, reporting, etc. The Snap4City solution can 
be installed on private and public clouds starting from open-source 
virtual machines/appliances, as well as from docker compose - all 
modules being licence free. 
Training and Hackathons: The Snap4City community of 
developers and users is a source of stimulus and innovations. 
Snap4City provides an open, free of charge and comprehensive 
training course and on-line development open platform for testing 
and using the solution. The Course is based on slides, videos and 
case studies from: https://www.snap4city.org/577
In most cases, Hackathons have been launched.

SNAP4CITY
SOLUTIONS

CO2 reduction, CO2 estimation from traffic, smart waste 
management, decarbonization, collection of RAEE. For 
example, in Florence, Pisa, Livorno for NOx/NO2 predictions, 
and general pollutant monitoring in Tuscany, Antwerp, 
Helsinki;

• Governance control and KPI: people flow, reputation 
assessment and control, tourists city usage monitoring, 
POI, utilities, quality of life assessment and control, 
computing 15MinCityIndex, building automation, digital 
twin, sustainability, smart decision support, city management 
KPI, etc. For example: in REPLICATE H2020 for Smart City 
Control Room of Florence, in Antwerp for monitoring people 
flows, and in Dubrovnik, Pont du Gard, and Valencia for 
monitoring people flow and tourism aspects with HERIT-DATA
(https://herit-data.interreg-med.eu/); in the Firenze and 
Bologna for the 15 Min City Index;

•  Industry 4.0: depuration plants, production plants 
(monitoring industry plant, control and optimization, digital 
twin), production plant, predictive maintenance, integrated 
life cycles among different industry plant, such as on ALTAIR 
chemical plant, marketing analysis, production of suggestions 
and engagements; https://www.snap4city.org/369

• Interoperability: In this large range of solutions, Snap4City is 
compliant with more than 150 protocols fully integrating legacy 
systems, and it is interoperable with any GIS (Geographical 
Information Systems), BIM (local Digital Twin), CKAN (open data 
networks), Satellite, and IoT Networks protocols (IoT protocols), 
services and databases. https://www.snap4city.org/283,
https://www.snap4city.org/65

Snap4City supports cities and businesses to improve 
sustainability and reduce costs by connecting all management 
and control domains. To this end, Snap4City platform can rely 
on FIWARE Compliance and exploits FIWARE Context Broker 
with its NGSI-V2/LD protocols, supporting: Smart Data Models, 
automated deploy, protected communications and multiple broker 

Snap4City platform can manage your data, on-cloud, on-premise 
and on hybrid solutions. As it is currently performed on more 
than 40 cities/areas in countries as Italy, Spain, France, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Finland, Belgium, Greece, Croatia, Israel, Sweden, 
Australia, Brazil, Romania, etc. also with data and services or 
third-party operators. An easy tool for Docker based installations is 
provided: https://www.snap4city.org/738
Snap4City covers multiple domains and scenarios
(https://www.snap4city.org/4) in integrated Digital Twins, 3D digital 
twin representations single building and whole cities with their 
specific services:
•  Mobility and transport: smart parking, traffic flow 

reconstruction, traffic flow prediction, offer vs demand of 
transportation analysis, vehicle tracking, routing, multimodal 
routing, smart biking, reducing traffic congestion, people 
classification and counting, people flow tracking, etc. For 
example, in the REPLICATE H2020 project for Florence 
(Italy), and in the cities of Pisa, Livorno, Modena, Santiago de 
Compostela, on TRAFAIR CEF action; Pisa and Siena for smart 
biking with Sii-Mobility national mobility and transport smart 
city actions; Antwerp, Dubrovnik and Pont du Gard for people 
counting;

• Energy: smart light, control room on energy production and 
recovering, charging stations, electric vehicles fleet control, 
monitoring energy production and consumption; For example 
in REPLICATE for recharging stations, for CAPELON partner in 
Sweden for Smart Light, for data centers, for single and groups 
of houses with PV panels and CER;

• Environment: monitoring pollutant and weather, pollutant 
predictions, landslides predictions, NOx predictions, NO2 
very long-term predictions of annual average KPI, alerting, 
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